
Using Zign Track / A:M Track
A:M Actions

with Animation: Master

Tutorial by Luuk Steitner

This tutorial shows how to use A:M actions exported by Zign Track or A:M Track in Animation: Master. For this 
you need Animation: Master version 13 or higher.

Before you start this tutorial, read the section in the Zign Track manual about A:M Actions first so you understand 
what will be exported. You can use the A:M Action in two ways: by driving bones and by driving poses. The head 
and neck bone are always driven by their bone, so first I'll explain how to setup up the face rig so it can be 
controlled by the action file using bone drivers.

Bones:

When  you  build  a  face  rig  it's 
important that it is build in the same 
way Zign Tack calculates  the rig.  If 
you  want  to  use  the  rig  for  a  non 
human character you can place the 
bones however you like, but keep in 
mind  that  the  scale  of  each  bone 
must  be  about  the  same  as  the 
normal face rig if  you don't  want to 
affect the amount of facial motion.

The  parenting  of  the  bones  must  be 
done  correctly,  otherwise  the 
movements  will  be  incorrect.  As  you 
can see on the right, the Head bone is 
a child of the Neck bone and all facial 
bones are children of the Head bone.

An  other  important  thing  is  the  Z 
rotation  of  the  bones.  It  is  best  to 
always keep them 0°, so all Z-handles 
point  backwards  or  upwards  in  A:M. 
They  may be  180°  but  then  you will 
have to reverse the X rotation in Zign 
Track / A:M Track. Values in between 
could  cause  unwanted  movements, 
but in some cases you might want to 
add a little bit rotation to those bones 
to tweak the movements. For example, 
if you rotate the Z axis of the eyebrow bones a little bit you can make them move a bit more outwards when they 
go up. If you change the Z rotation for the lip bones it will most likely give unwanted results.



If you have set up the face rig like described above, you are ready to weight the face. Personally, I prefer to use 
a smart skin for the sneer and cheek bones, because those movements are more then just some offset.

If the rigged face is ready to use, place the character in a choreography and import the Zign Track action in 
Animation: Master. To import the action, right click on Actions in the Project Workspace and choose Import->
Action. Now you can drag the action to the choreography and drop it on your character. That's it,  now your 
character's face should move like you have captured your movements.
If the character does not move or not all bones are moving, check the naming of the bones and make sure they 
match the names you gave them in Zign Track / A:M Track. One typo and a bone does not move. To avoid such 
problems you should always save your tracked Zign Track projects so you can simply reopen them, rename the 
bones and export the corrected action.
If bones are moving in the wrong direction (up in stead of down and vice versa) you should rotate the Z axis of 
the bone 180° or reverse the movement for that bone in Zign Track.

From version 1.4 Zign Track / A:M Track also exports eyelid motion. Although I recommend to drive the eyelids 
with poses, you can choose to drive them with the four bones for the lower and upper eyelids (one per eyelid) 
This will require some proper weighting or smartskinning.
For good results the lower and upper eyelid bones should have an in between angle of about 53° when the eye 
is open. If this does not match for your model it's quite easy to adjust the highest CPs in the timeline (graph 
display) by selectem the all and dragging them a bit up or down till the eyes close properly.



Poses:

The second way to control the face is to use poses. The poses Zign Track / A:M Track produces are less detailed 
than moving each bone separately, but it has many advantages:

● You don't need to create a face rig so it is easy to integrate in existing models.
● Poses can not be over-controlled. This can avoid awkward expressions.
● You will have less controls, and they are easy to manipulate with the pose sliders.
● It is easy to exaggerate the movement, without the risk of overlapping features or bones poking out.
● The curve of the pose can be adjusted.

First, it is important to understand how the pose control works. Zign Track / A:M Track does not produce poses, it 
controls poses. This means you first have to create poses in A:M, using the range as set in Zign Track. Then the 
action can control the pose. We will take a look at the poses one by one so you don't have to make any mistakes 
with them.

First the eyebrow poses. The eyebrow poses 
work in two ways; up and down. Therefore the 
range of the pose needs to be adjusted first.

To create a new pose for your model right click 
in the PWS on your model and choose New->
Pose->Percentage.  The  relationship  window 
will show where you can create your pose. If 
the pose sliders are not visible, show them by 
pressing  Alt  +  4.  Right  click  on the  pose to 
give it a name. Right click on the pose again 
and choose Settings. The default value are:

Default: 0
Minimum: 0
Maximum: 100

For two way poses the pose range must  be 
symmetrical.  Change  the  minimum value  so 
your settings will be:

Default: 0
Minimum: -100
Maximum: 100
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Now we will create the pose movements. Let's 
say we start with LeftBrowMid:
All poses must be neutral at '0'. Move the pose 
slider  to  100  and  move  the  left  eyebrow up, 
only in the center of the brow. This can be done 
by moving the eyebrow bones if you are using a 
face rig. If you want to create a muscle pose, 
go to muscle mode and shape the left eyebrow 
so it points up. You need to make it as high as 
you want it to go when it's maximum.
Now move the pose slider  to  -100 and make 
the  left  eyebrow  point  down.  When  you  are 
done you should see the eyebrow move when 
you drag the pose slider: at -100 it must be low, 
at 0 it must be neutral and at 100 it must be 
high. If you like you can add pose key frames in 
between to change the curve.
When this works you need to do the same for LeftBrowOut, RightBrowMid and RightBrowOut.

Now we will create the sneer and cheek poses. 
These  poses  go  from 0  to  100  so  you  don't 
need to set the minimum to -100. Again, at zero 
the face must be neutral and at 100 the features 
must be shaped to their max. Create poses for 
LeftSneer,  RightSneer,  LeftCheek  and 
RightCheek.
The cheeks should  not  get  really  puffy  in  the 
cheek poses. Make them move a bit outwards 
and up. The bottom part of the cheeks will come 
outwards on the mouth wide pose.

The mouth poses are a bit more complicated. A 
good set up is important.

The  Jaw down and  Mouth  open  pose  should 
have  a  range  from 0  to  100.  The  Jaw down 
pose  should  only  pull  the  jaw  down  and  not 
open the mouth. The Mouth open pose should 
only open the lips without moving the jaw. This 
is a bit harder to set up, so let me explain:
Create a pose for MouthOpen and set the pose 
slider to 100. Now move the JawDown pose to 
100  (you  need  to  make  the  JawDown  pose 
first).  Now  you  can  shape  the  mouth  so  it's 
open. When this is done, you need to remove 
the JawDown relationship from the MouthOpen 
pose. This can be done in this way:
In the PWS you should see the “MouthOpen Relationships” folder, inside it Relationship 1. In Relationship 1 you 
will find the folder “User Properties” and in that folder is the JawDown relationship. Delete JawDown and you're 
done. (The jaw remains down but that is normal. If you close the relationship and reopen it the jaw will be up 
again.)
You also can choose not to use the Jaw down pose and make the jaw go down in the Mouth open pose. You will 
loose some detail if you go this way but for some characters that might be exactly what you want.
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Jaw down Mouth open + jaw down



The Mouth wide/purse pose also works in two 
ways. At -100 the lips should be pursed,  at  0 
neutral and at 100 the lips should be wide.

The Mouth smile/frown pose also works in two 
ways. Frown at -100, neutral at 0, and smile at 
100. For this pose, start with frown. When the 
frown is shaped in move the Mouth smile/frown 
and the Mouth wide/purse pose slider to 100. 
Now shape in the smile. When you character is 
smiling you have two options:
1) delete the MouthWidePurse relationship from 
the MouthSmileFrown pose.
2)  Don't  delete  the  MouthWidePurse 
relationship. If you want to keep it in your pose, 
you  should  enable  “Compensate  Wide  by 
Smile”  in the A:M export  configuration in Zign 
Track  /  A:M  Track.  In  this  case  the 
MouthWidePurse  pose  will  automatically  be 
reduced when a smile is produced.

The last poses are the eye blink poses. Create a blink pose for each eye with the eye open at 0% and the eye 
closed at 100%. Match the names in Zign Track / A:M Track and it should work. If needed, add a curve in the 
blink poses. This can be needed when you find the eyelids are responding to sensitive when the eye is open.

Now you're done creating your poses. Remember the head and neck bone are always directly controlled. Name 
your poses exactly the same in Zign Track / A:M Track as you did in Animation: master and export the action.
Import the action in A:M and drop it on you model in the choreography.

A:M actions produced by Zign Track / A:M Track are easy to adjust in the time line. Remember you can change 
the amount of generated key frames in the A:M action export configuration in Zign Track / A:M Track. Off course 
you also can delete selections inside A:M.

I hope this tutorial made everything clear. If it's not clear enough or you have some questions about it contact me 
at support@zigncreations.com 
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